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Improved methods of cakulatin~quantum mechanical phase shifts and for performizxg Ieast-squares tits to scattering
cross sections or transport properties, are described. Their use In a fiw-Ixrameter fit to experimental differential cross
sections reduces the computer time by a factor of 4-7.

I_ Introduction
Differential and integral scattering cross sections measured by molecular beam scattering techniques are an
important source of information about intermolecular
potential energy functions [l-3] _ In general, potent&k
may be obtained from data of this type either by use of formal inversion procedures, or by using least squares
fits to determine the values of the potential parameters which yield the best agreement between calculated and
experimental cross sections [4] _ For the inversion method to be used, the experimental data must be both of
very high quality and relatively extensive_ These requirements are difficult to satisfy, and hence most results obtamed to date have used the fitting approach_ The present communication examines two questions associated
with this second procedure. The fit of these concerns the efficient quantum mechanical calculation of the phase
shifts for a given spherical potential, while the second examines the least squares fitting procedures for determining potential parameters from cross section data. The discussion in section 2 is complementary
to that in a
recent paper by Cohen [S] which supplanted an earlier critical study [6] by presenting an improved method for
calculating phase shifts in the fat-order JWKB (or classical [7] ) approximation_

2. Quantum mechanical calculation of scattering
phase shifts
The radiaI SchrEdinger

as

equation

for partial wave Z at collision energy E on the potential V(r) may be written

181
d*$/ti

f {(2&fi*)[E

- V(r)]

- Z(Z+ I)/?]$

where the zero of energy is chosen such that Iin+,
normalized as
9(r) = = 9, (r) = sin (ti + ‘Ir - k/2).

= 0,
[V(r)]

(1)
= 0, and the radial wavefcnction is asymptotically
(2)
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As usual, p is the reduced mass, k2 3 2pE/ft2, and qf = q&E) is the phase shift. At sufficiently large r that the
non-centrifugal part of the potential [i.e., V(r)] is effectively negligible, the wavefunction becomes
91(r) = W&W

cos (111) -Y,(W

sin (q&l,

(3)

where&(z) andy&)
are spherical Bessel functions, and limr,,
@Z(r) = O,(r).
Determination of qZ(E) requires one to numerically integrate the radial S&r&linger equation outward fro-m
r = 0 while using repeated comparisons of the exact solution with I$&-) of eq_ (3) to determine a converged value
of n&E)- A convenient procedure for doing this [9,10] stops the integration each time the wavefunction G(r)
changes sign and interpolates to determine the position, rn, of the wavefunction node. If the noncentrifugal part
of the porential were identically zero for all r > rn , then the exact wavefunction on this intervalwould be given
by eq. (3). An apparent quanta1 phase shift associatedwith the nth node may therefore be defmed as
.

6

= ~cw7@-n>/Y~c~n>1

-

(4)

Repetition of this procedure at successive wavefunction nodes until I$ - $-‘I
and I$_1 - T$-~I are both
snaher than some chosen convergence criterion, was the procedure for dete rmining n&Z?) recommended by Bemstem [9] in 1960.
The above approach implicitly assumes that the non-centrifugal part of the potential is negligible beyond rn,
and uses comparisons of the ensuing T$ values to determine when this is true_ Unfortunately, this usually requires
the numerical integration of eq. (1) to be carried out to fairly large values of r. In addition to the computational
expense, the Iaro,e range of integration magnifies problems due to cumu!ative errors in the numerical integration
procedure_ In order to minimiz e these difficulties, MUM et al. [lo] proposed that each quantal “nodal” phase
shift T$ be corrected by adding to it the contribution to the corresponding JWKB phase shift [1,5-81
due to
non-zero V(r) in the region r > rn :
(I&?- U(r) - Z(Zf 1)/g ] ‘I2 - [k2 - I(-’ f 1)/G] 112) dr,
(3
Tn
where U(r) G (2fllfi2) V(r)_ If this integral were evaluated exactly, the onIy error in the resultingcorrected apparent phase shift rvould be that arising from the inadequacy of the fmt-order JWKB approximation for the wavefunction on the interval [r, ,a)_ As r, increases, such errors decrease very rapidly and this corrected local phase
shift rapidly converges to the true value, even for rn values fairly close to the turning points where A$ is quite
largeRather than use eq. (5) directly, MUM et al. [ 101 introduced two additional approximations which allowed
them to obtain an analytic expression for A$ _ First, making use of the known inverse-power form of long-range
potentials, V(r) ” C,.,Jrm, they replaced U(r) in eq. (5) by (2pb2)Cm/r m _ Truncating binomial expansions of
the resultingintegrand then yieIded [lo] I
A$

= 1

A$(MMS)

= olc,/fi2k)[l/(~-l)(r,)m-1

+Z(Z+1)/2&~+l)(r~)m*1]

_

(6)

The resulting analyticallycorrected
Iocal phase shifts are certainly more accurate and converge more rapidly than
do the nodal phase shifts T$. However, we wish to examine whether use of eq_ (5) without any additional approximations is significantly more efficient_
The present approach is to evaluate the quadrature in eq. (5) directly_ Deftig
x = 2r,/r- 1, eq. (5) becomes
= &n f (x f 1)-2 {[Z? - U(r) - Z(Ztl)/2] rZ2 - [Z? - Z(Z+l)/?] ‘Z2) dx.
(7)
-1
In the region of interest, the integrand of eq. (7) is quite well-behaved, so a simple low-order quadrature procedure should prove adequate_ In the present work, a 4-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula was used [ 111.
Use of higher order or more sophisticated quadrature procedures made small improvements to A$(quad.)
vah.res
at the nodes nearest the outermost &ssical turning point, but had no effect on the convergence of the resulting
A$r(quad_)
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quadraturecorrected phase shifts &
T$ E +rf:f A$(quad.),

(8)

since most of the error in A$ is due to use of the JNXB apprcximation.
The procedure descn3ed above has been tested extensively, and its convergence rate quantitatively compared

to that for the anaIyticaUycorrected Munn et al. [lo] phase shift,
:p’”

=T$ + A$@iMSj

(9)

and to that for the nodal phase shift itself_ The range of numerical integration,%, out to the node at which the
desired degree of convergence is achieved, provides a good meesure of the quality of the three procedures, since
both the computational expense and the cumulative nunrerical error in a phase shift calculation increase linearly
with W. Using StwaSey’s [I23 potential for HgH as a model problem, comparisors for a convergence criterion
mnging from 10-3 to 10e7 radians at various Zand E values showed that typically,
WV?)

SO-7 CIP(??PS)

S 0.5 W$r),

(10)

where the reIative savings are most dramatic when high accuracy is desired.
Note that the defmition of the JWKB phase shift [i ,5-S] implies that the correction functions A$ of eqs.
(9-04) should not be calcul&ed until rn > r,(I), where r,(Z) E [I(1 + I)] ‘D/k is the classical turning point on
the pure centrifugaI potential for partial wave L Thus, to minimize computational expense the nodal phase shifts
T$ should not be computed for ‘;1 <r,(Z). A listing
of our computer program [ 131 for calculating $ may be obt&red from the authors on request.

3. Least square fits to scattering or transport cross sections to determine potential parameters
3.2. General method
For the sake of clarity, the following discussion explicitly considers the analysis of atom-atom elastic differential scattering cross section data. However, a precisely anaIogous presentation may be made for integral (total)
scattering cross sections or v5ia.l or transport property coefficients, or indeed for any other property which may
be calculated from a knowkdge of the scattering phase shifts for the system [M-16] _
The Serential
cross section for scattering at an angle 8, in centre of mass coordinates, of particles with a relative velocity g and relative collision energy E = $ e2, is [8 J :
(2z+l)I;(cos

0) sin (29) 1’ *[

f;(u+l)p,(coss)ccas(2r?~)

- 1112) S

(11)

where k, Z and qz axe as def?.ned above, and Q(z) is the (unnom~ahzed) L.egendre polynomial of order 1. Unfortunately, molecular beam sources yield beams with finite angular and velocity spread, the detector subtends a &rite
scattering an@e, and Uie measurements are made in laboratory, not centre of mass coordinates. As a result, the
observed scattering intensity at angle 8 in laboratory coordinates is proportional to (see, e-g_ ref. [17]):
r(e)

=JJJdA

agdef(-%g.

e)dcM)/do.

(12)

Here,R represents the various apparatus parameters, while the (known) fimctionf(~.g,
8) is completeIy defined
by the properties of the experimental apparatus. All dependence of the observed intensity I(@ on the potential
energy function comes from the phase shifts TQ(E) from which do(B)/dw is calculated.
Determination of potential parameters from differential cross section data isbest done [17,I8] using an (iterative) non-linear least squares fitting procedrrre which finds the minimum of the function,,
306
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03)
where&(ei) are the observed scarteringintensities, Ai,,
their experimental uncertainties, and Ic(Qf; &I)
are
the intensities calculakd from eqs. (I 1) and (12) usiag a trial potential defined by the parameter b, ;cy= 1,2,3.
..J. This approach requires one to compute both x2 and its partial derivative with respect to each of the trial potential parameters (Le., to calculate both I@) =d ~1&3)/~p,), in each cycle of iteration. In previous work, these
partial derivatives were always (to our knowledge) calculated by differences. If N potential parameters are being
varied, this means that for each cycle of iteration a complete set of predicted scattering intensities must be computed for either (2N f 1) or (N + 1) different sets of potential parameters (depending on whether or not the partial derivatives are computed from symmetric [ 181 or asymmetric [ 171 differences)*_
The purpose of the present section is to demonstrate that it is computationally much less expensive (as well as
nore accurate) to evaluate the partial derivatives a1Jap, exactly, rather than by differences. Clearly,
(14)

Comparison of eqs. (11) and (12) with eqs. (14) and (15) shows that the only additional quantities appearing in
the latter are the phase shift derivatives, aq#p,_
If they were available, the partial derivatives M@)/ap,
could
be computed at the same time as 1=(e) itself, at very ZZtfZeaddirionalcomputatiomZ expense. The following section describes quantal and semiclassical ways of computing these phase shift derivatives,while tests of the present
approach versus the derivative-by-differences approach are presented in section 3.3.
3.2. P&

derivativeof qZwZthrespect to potentiaZparwneter pa

Within the JWKl3 approximation [1,5-S],

the phase shift derivative referred to above is given by:

‘Ihe (integrable) siugularity in the iutegmnd of eq_ (16) at the classical turning point r = r. shows that the phase
Sft is most sensitive to the potential near that point_ This provides a quantitative justication for the observation by Olson and Mueller 1191 that the main contribution to the phase shift comes from the region near the
classical turning point. The change of variablesx = r& transforms eq. (16) into
tillap,

= -ouO/fi2) j

I1 -xi

-lnf(x)

dx,

0
where

f(x)

=x-2

cavwapm] Ii4x11fi+

u(+

Z(Z+ @j-l’2

* A ‘symmetric**
partialdexivative
by differences
is defmed2s ardapa = t4$&+ 4Q
met&*’ partialderivativeis a&&, = [rc&+ dpor) - r&J] lap,.

-I&

- ApJl/ZW,,

whilethe “asym-
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is a we&behaved function with no singuhuities. Use of the appropriate Gauss-MehIer type quadrature procedure
(see eq. (25.436)
in ref_ [ 1 1] ) aIIows integrah of this type to be evaluated with high accuracy using relatively
few fMction evaluations. hforeover, if-&e JWKB phase shifts are evaluated in the marmer suggested by Cohen
[S] , no additiond function evaluations would be required_
As shown by Dickinson and ShizgaI [20] , the quantum mechanical anaIogue of eq_ (16) is:
(17)
where E and V(r) have the same energy units. Since the exact wavefunction I&) must be calculated for the quantaI phase shift caIculatioc, little additional work is involved in concurrently accumulating the integral appearing
-:
- e computational expense
in eq_ (17), for the various pa’s_ However, as in the phase shift calculation, to mumtuz
and cumulative mume%aI error, it is de&bole to achieve an appropriate marriage of&&e semiclassical and quantaI
methods described above. This is readily done, yielding as the analog of eqs. (7) and (8):

0
*?I
The fmt integral appearing in eq. (18) is readiiy evaluated by applying a simpIe quadrature formula such as trapezoidal or Simpson’s rule [11] to the values of $(r), as they are generated in the phase shift caIcuIation. Since
‘;, > ro, the integrand of the second integral in eq. (18) is weII behaved with no singularities; the substitution x =
2r,/r- 1 therefore transforms it into a form precisely analogous to eq. (7j so that it may be evaluated using the
same 4-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula used in computing AqZ(quad). Thus, the quadraturecorrected
quantum mechanical phase shift $ and its various partial derivatives &@p,
may be computed simultaneously,
with the Iatter requiring very IittIe additional computational effort.
One additional probIem associated with the use of eq. (18) is the fact that the numerical integration procedure
provides an UMormaIized Q(r) function, whiIe the wavefunction appearing in eq. (18) must have the asymptotic
normalization of eq_ (2)_ It is therefore necessary to determine a normalization factor F = F($) for G(r) on the
intend
[OJ,]
by matching it to eq. (3) at a me& point rk near the node at rn:

Note that the apparent phase shift $ appearing in eq. (19) differs from r$ by an amount CalcuIabIe from eq. (5)
wi=&tie lower e.nd upper bounds cn the integral replaced by r,, and r;, respectively*. A residual (JWKB) amp&
tude correction, which takes account of the fact that the non-centrifirgaI potential Y,(r) is not zero for aII r > &
may be included by muItipIying F(rL) by the factor:

1s -

Z(rtl)/(Q]

l/4/ [k2 - U(Q

- Z(Z+1)/($2]

l/4.

3.3. Test ofthe new method
For the above procedure to be most efficient, arrays of aV(r)lap, would have to be created and stored, and
computer core storage wouId aIso be required for quantities such as gill/ape and @/a&) (da/da).
However, the
pa&d derivatives &@3p, may be computed at the same time as TQitseIf, for very little additional effort. SimiIarly, the averaging [see eq_ (12)] over 6. g and the apparatus parameters A can be performed simultaneously for
du(f3)/do and its partial derivatives with respecz to the various p,‘s. Thus, while it does require some additional
computer memory, the present approach shouId involve 0nIy slightly more execution time (per cycle of iteration) than a singIe caIcuIation of Z(e) alone, and this “CPU’ time should increase very Slowly with N, the Mmber of parameters being varied_
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Table 1
Comparisonof CPU time (on an IBM 360-75) per iterationcycle requiredby tits to experimenraldifferen&I cross sections [21]
for Hz -AL N is the numberof potentialparametersbee varied
N

1
2
5
ffd)

Potentialform

LI(l2,6)
LJ(f2,6)
BC
general

Computationtime per cycle (s)

__

-

new method a)

old method b)

old method c)

82
85
116
72+9N

X4
154
312
52w+

156
260
572
52QNt

1)

1)

=

a) Exact partialderivativesfrom eqs. (14), (15) and (18).
b) Partialderivativesby asymmetricdifferences.
cJPartialderivativesby symmetricdmerences. d) Extrapolation.

To test the above procedure, fits to the experimental differential cross sections of Rulis et al. [21] for the
system tf, + Ar have been performed. Their 41 ro(Qi) values for collision energy 207 K were used as data in fits
which used LJ( 12,6) and Buckingham-Comer (BC) potential forms. The computing times per cycle of iteration
required by the new and old methods are compared in table 1.
In his review article on the inversion of molecular scattering data, Buck [a] indicated that the computation
time required by a x2 minimization fitting procedure is typically 5 to 10 times larger than an inversion procedure
of the same precision. Since the inversion procedures require experimental data of relatively high quality, a good
fit to data of this quality wouId likely require use of a fairly flexible potential form (Le., one with many variable
parameters). The results in eq. (-10) and table 1 show that introduction of the techniques presented above would
reduce the computation time of fits to a 5-parameter potential by a factor of between 4 and 7, and the savings
would be even more dramatic for potentials with N > 5. Thus, use of the present methods essentially removes the
computation time advantage of inversion techniques for dete rmining potentials from scattering cross sections.
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